Magical Balloon-dude Dale is not your normal dog-making, heart-giving, sword-handing,
balloon animal-making entertainer. His balloons are the coolest, eye-popping, oh my gosh
– look at that balloon, you will ever see.
Dale is a polished performer with heart, presenting good, clean fun suited for corporate
functions, performing arts centers, festivals … anywhere top quality entertainment is
demanded!
Balloons are a great non-invasive entertainment that will be an icebreaker at your event.
People will watch in amazement as Dale manipulates several balloons in to astonishing
balloon creation. Twisting and turning three-foot colored balloons, while provide quickwitted, good-natured comedic comments. Dale’s interaction with the audience gives your
guest a high-powered dose of comedic view of the twist life of a balloon entertainer and his
surroundings.

Exhibits Dale’s comedic balloon manipulation will stop traffic from walking past your exhibit. The busiest booth in the
exhibit will always be the one who employs Magical Balloon-dude Dale. Dale is a Master Balloonist, who can
draw attention, while providing an all round promotional sales pitch. Audiences will be cheering for more!

Corporate Family Days
Dale is a multiple balloon entertainer who can entertain all ages, young and old. His comedy
will keep the kids laughing and the adults amazed by his balloon creations. Success of a
corporate event reflects back on the event committee; hire a seasoned professional who can
energize crowds and twist the best balloons that co-workers have seen. Your colleagues will
be talking about Dale’s balloon twisting for months. Make the day special, hire a Master
Balloon Twister.
If your event is for a holiday, Dale can twist balloons for that season. Co-workers will be
impress by this selection of seasonal balloons and the kids will be thrilled with their seasonal
balloon.

Cocktail Reception Party - !
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You may think balloons are only for kids, but Dale’s multiple balloon twisting is not your normal balloon animals,
but latex art. Mix art with comedy and you will have the comedic balloon
twisting of Magical Balloon-dude Dale.
Dale will circulate among your guest astounding small groups at a reception,
grand openings or special event. Give your guest something different, something
unique, something your audience will talk about for years to come.
Have your guest talking about the entertainment long after the event. Hire
Magical Balloon-dude Dale

Dale Obrochta (708) 760-6558 http://www.mbd2.com

BIO

If you ask Dale where he learned his skill, he will tell you from a bunch of
twisted people. While attending college he met a group of professional
entertainers, which met every Monday and would practice in the gym. Always
wanting to learn how to juggle, Dale joined this merry group.
He learned from world-class jugglers, unicyclist, magicians, clowns,
balloonist, fire-eaters, theatrical entertainers, and vaudevillians. I did not
realize at the time how lucky I was to be working with such talented people
and the skills and techniques that were freely given to me.
I have used all my entertainment skills over the years, but have decided I
would rather be a Master of one form of entertainment, then be average. So a
Master Balloonist I am, and a sold multi talent entertainer when needed.

Accomplishments

* Masters Degree in Communication
* MC for Cable Television Show
* Preformed on NBC and WGN
* Promotion Entertainer for Harris Gaming Corporation
* Author of Faces, Faces, Balloon Faces
* Developed largest individually owned balloon website – mbd2.com
* Introduced Festive Alien and Clown Head balloons to the balloon industry
* Operates a successfully ecommerce website selling entertainment supplies
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